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ABSTRACT
Climate change is putting pressure on governments, policy makers and international organizations to increase energy efficiency and move towards using renewable energy sources. To meet growing need for energy and at the same time comply with ecologic and economic demands, the energy market structure is slowly transitioning from a centralized system to more interactive and decentralized model based on Smart Grid technology in which also end users may play a role as prosumers i.e. as producers and consumers of energy. Different scenarios exist for the level of prosumer participation in the future flexible energy ecosystem. In this paper, we propose a framework for Prosumer centric Digital Energy Ecosystem based on Smart Grid technologies, decentralized energy production using renewable energy sources and complex network of new and incumbent actors, business models and processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION – ENERGY MARKETS IN TRANSITION TOWARDS FLEXIBLE ENERGY SYSTEMS
Energy systems globally are in a process of profound transformation due to requirement to dramatically reduce carbon emissions, improve energy efficiency and move to renewable energy sources. Energy production must be more flexible with intermittent generation and must allow for the optimized management of the production and consumption of electricity and heat. This necessitates new technology components and business models. Smart Grid technology introduces the required intelligence to the power grid and enables flexibility, allows close to real time pricing as well as bi-directional communication and energy flows between suppliers and consumers. Smart Grid has two main functions: an) enabler of energy-efficient and environmentally friendly energy market and b) critical infrastructure of society offering uninterrupted power supply [1]. At the same time commoditization, integration and affordability of information and communication technologies (ICT) have led to wide spread digitalization and convergence creating the open, global network connecting people, information, and things - Internet of Things (IoT). Integration of the IoT into the energy system opens up a whole new way for management of the energy system. Internet of Energy (IoE) enables innovative ways of power distribution, energy storage, grid monitoring and communication as it enhances the transfer of energy and data bidirectionally.

In addition to new technologies, the business environment is changing and new actors emerge in the energy industry. Prosumers are consumers that also act as producers of energy. A prosumer can be an individual person as household level customer, a larger building (e.g. apartment building or shopping center), business entity like organization or a firm, or other kind of community. Prosumer may assume different level of activities that can vary from producing energy for own use to sharing excess energy through the grid and becoming an active participant in the energy industry. In this article we are exploring prosumer role as a value-creating actor in the developing energy ecosystem. Our research objectives are: RO1 - How should a digital energy ecosystem be defined; RO2 - How does the prosumer fit into the digital energy ecosystem?

2. THEORY REVIEW
2.1 Socio-Technical Multi-Level Framework
Industry transitions can be modeled using socio-technical multilevel framework [2] which is presented from the Smart Grid and energy ecosystem perspective in Figure 1.
The transition of energy industry is systemic, complex and takes place on different levels of society and technology. In the socio-technical multilevel framework, the landscape represents macro – level that steers (using policies and regulations) the energy regime evolution from centralized and monopolistic system towards more flexible and decentralized model based on renewable energy sources (RES). New technology development takes place at niche level where innovations add intelligence and robustness to the energy system. Smart Grid technology is largely based on ICT and enables new value creation opportunities and allows new players to enter the industry but also poses risks to the incumbent players that are tied to heavy investments in legacy infrastructure and established business models. This means that the energy industry dynamics is in flux.

2.2 Changing Industry Dynamics
Porter’s [4] industry forces has been one of the seminal theories explaining industrial dynamics. In its core, competitive forces are driven by the power of suppliers and customers in the value chain. The out of industry dynamics originated from potential new entrants or new products or services.

Freeman’s stakeholder view [5] already identifies e.g. environmentalists and consumer advocates as actors impacting firms and industries. Schumpeter [6] discussed earlier the prerequisite of socio-economic and political factors for technological innovation to achieve creative destruction. Many of the technological innovations where consumer becomes prosumer are not disruptive in a sense that Christensen [7] meant. Energy can be produced with established methods but the ability to connect production and consumption makes the difference. This creates analogy of the amount of connection and economic value that Metcalfe [8] coined in Internet context. One could argue that connectivity, or internet of energy (IoE), represents such a change of paradigm that Dosi [9] referred to as a source of discontinuity.

Natural inertia can explain whether an industry is conservative. Natural inertia means here long-time factors not dependent on any current or new actor wishing to introduce something new. Asset heavy industries like mining or energy plant construction possess logically such features. Developing a new mine, paper factory or nuclear power plant takes time. Planning and implementation is often shaped the availability of investment and regulatory requirements regarding possible competition issues and safety or environmental impact. Software industry is fundamentally different in this respect. The product is intangible and it can be scaled up globally in real time. The ICT industry has been pivotal in recent theories of industrial convergence [10].

The second category of inertia can be called perceived. It deals with the issues where fundamental source is beliefs – individual and collective. Current “correct way” of doing things can be called industry recipe [11] or dominant logic [12]. AirBnB, Momondo, Uber and many other software intensive start-ups have recently proved that the roles of customers and suppliers can change dynamically and fast growth can be initiated with an innovative approach. The incumbent actors in the energy regime have been traditionally slowing down the transition; heavy investments in energy infrastructure pose risks in the changing environment. Can ecosystem type of working methods be applied to the energy sector so that prosumers as a group could produce energy with such scale and speed that weighs when estimating the influence of the prosumer concept? Prosumer market or distributed electric networks are attractive for renewals and this has created a halo [13] effect. This makes it harder for incumbents not to participate.

2.3 Ecosystems
In a business ecosystem participating actors depend on each other for survival – and success. Moore defines business ecosystem as “an economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and individuals.” [14]. A digital ecosystem can be described as a self-organizing digital infrastructure for creating a digital environment for organizations that ‘supports the cooperation, the knowledge sharing, the development of open and adaptive technologies and evolutionary business models’ [15]. Chang and West [16] associate digital ecosystems and biological ecosystems by describing the digital ecosystem actors as biological, economic (organizations) and digital (digital platforms) species and propose that underlying technologies and services support the digital ecosystems.

Digital business ecosystem (DBE) combines both business ecosystem (economy) and digital ecosystem (digital representation of economy) [17]. According to World Economic Forum definition, the digital business ecosystem is: “... the space formed by the convergence of the media, telecoms and IT industries. It consists of users, companies, governments and civil society, as well as the infrastructure that enables digital interactions.” DBEs are based on industry convergence (ICT technology) and openness (open innovation, open standards, open source software, open APIs) enabling innovation and value creation among the ecosystem actors.

Adner [18] describes innovation ecosystem as ‘the collaborative arrangements through which firms combine their individual offerings into a coherent, customer-facing solution.’ Wessner [19] considers innovation ecosystem as the national innovation system in which ‘complex synergies between collective efforts among stakeholders bring innovation to the market’. Oh et al. [20] have summarized the characteristics of innovation ecosystem (when compared to other ecosystems) as being more explicitly systemic, based on digitalization and open innovation, having media appeal of ‘innovation ecosystem’ –term and accentuating the important role of ‘niches’.

2.4 User Centric Innovation Models
Taking action to halt carbon emissions necessarily involves a number of parties in an attempt to make renewable energy ecosystem viable. There are several characteristics that are commonly linked to environmentally sustainable innovations: Large group of consumers need to adopt the innovation to make it successful [21]; Macro –level policy-induced financial and regulatory incentives are commonly used to accelerate the diffusion of environmentally important technology innovations; There may be willingness to pay more for environmental innovations due to environmental awareness [22]; Consumer behavioral change is required in order to fully take into use the environmental innovation [23]. E.g. changing one’s behavior for environmental reasons has been one of the main arguments for e.g. taking into use Smart Metering [24]-[25].

To understand this type of networked innovation for example the traditional Triple Helix model of innovation focuses on the cooperation between universities, the industry and governments [35]. Quadruple Helix model expands the Triple Helix by adding the fourth helix: civil society [36]. Quintuple Helix is yet more comprehensive by adding the perspective of the ‘natural environments of society’ so that nature becomes recognized as an essential and equal element in the innovation and knowledge system [37].
From the process point of view, the traditional way of innovating is based on internal company processes, subcontracting and control whereas the new innovation modes increasingly rely on involving external stakeholders, including customers and even whole ecosystems, in the innovation process. Open innovation [26] can include various methods and levels of openness which can be divided into outside-in, inside-out and coupled. Examples of the outside-in process include for example crowdsourcing [27], and mass customization. Inside-out strategy conveys the locus of innovation to the market place and hopes to accelerate innovation development by external partners. Coupled process combines elements of both outside-in (gain external knowledge) and inside-out (bring ideas to markets) and is often called co-creation. Co-creation means bringing together different parties for example, a company and a group of customers, in order to jointly produce a mutually valued outcome [28]. Collaborating and co-creating with lead users is called user centric innovation or user led innovation [29]. It has been found that user led innovations seem to create commercially attractive solutions to the market place [30]. Strategic niche management [31] considers user centric innovation as part of the socio-technical transition. Kristensson et al. have developed strategies for successful user involvement in technology based services [32] that stress for instance taking into account that users are a heterogeneous group, mainly motivated through real life use cases and not necessarily technology savvy. Living labs [33] are often residential communities in which the people are observed in real life situations and engaged in co-creative activities. Smart City projects are another flourishing type of projects integrating many industries.

3. DIGITAL ENERGY ECOSYSTEM PROPOSITIONAL FRAMEWORK

To describe the digital energy ecosystem (ROI), we propose a prosumer centric Digital Energy Ecosystem Framework (pDEEF). The framework is presented in Figure 2.

3.1 Actors

According to the Quintuple innovation model, industry, citizens, regulators, academia and natural environment are all part of the innovation ecosystem. Socio-technical multilevel framework also assumes the importance of landscape level (macro environment) influence on innovation development taking place at the niche level. Regulators in our model represent the macro level and include for instance international organizations, European Union, national governments and municipalities. In addition, the Natural environment is considered as an integral part of the ecosystem in the energy production and consumption cycle.

In the energy markets there are incumbent energy industry actors e.g. distribution service operators (DSO), transmission service operators (TSO), Service Providers, Energy Retailers, installation and maintenance providers. There are also new actors in the including consumers, aggregators, Smart Meter and home energy management system (HEMS) manufacturers, PV equipment manufacturers, and storage manufacturers. Due to industry convergence, new entrants from other sectors are entering the energy market and include e.g. value added service (VAS) developers, end user equipment (mobile devices) manufacturers, ICT manufacturers, data management firms, independent software vendors (ISV) and telecom operators.

Digital actors (or platforms) in our framework contain hardware and software platforms i.e. smart meters, energy storage, HEMS, ICT infrastructure, ICT platforms, Smart Grid infrastructure, data hubs, web gateways, end user devices and user interfaces, development tool kits, sensors, home automation devices etc.

![Figure 2. Prosumer centric Digital Energy Ecosystem Framework (pDEEF): actors and layers](image)

3.2 Layers

We approach the question (RO2) ‘how the prosumer fits into the digital energy ecosystem?’ through outlining four layers for the digital energy ecosystem. The framework is based on simplified presentation of IoT layers (see e.g. [34]) completed with energy processes, value adding activity and human action.

L1: The Human Activity Layer – Prosumer, a new actor in the energy ecosystem can be either active or passive from ecosystem point-of-view. Most existing scenarios for prosumer ‘activity’ focus on energy efficiency and demand side management (DMS) [35] or, to in increasing amount, in prosumer community involvement [36]. An active prosumer can participate in energy production but could also get involved in innovation and value creation processes. Prosumers get access to innovation opportunities through various digital touch points including web, mobile devices (smart phones) and applications, user interfaces, web portals and billing system. The Human Activity Layer is closely interlinked to the next layer, L2: The Value Adding Layer.

L2: The Value Adding Layer – Process, activities and functions added applications and services. L2 consists of applications, processes and business models. Digital touch points connect the prosumers to core areas of energy market processes related to technology enablers, energy generation, business models, data monitoring, data analytics and value added services. The prosumer will have touch points to various aspects of physical and financial energy flows. Using digital tools (crowdsourcing platforms, virtual co-creation environments, toolkits, smart phones, web interface) the prosumers are able to contribute (ideas, feedback, development) to building innovative solutions on top of the digital platforms in the ecosystem (smart metering platforms, HEMS platforms, data platforms etc.). L2 is opened further in Figure 3.

L3: The Digital Layer – ICT infrastructure, Fog computing, Cloud computing and Big data. The digital layer collects, transfers, stores and manages data from various sensors, home automation devices, energy generation equipment (PV, wind), local storage, electric vehicles, smart metering etc. Digital layer can be seen as an Internet of Things (IoT) stack (see e.g. [34]). IoT and digital architectures are already well understood and defined; our model is based on established concepts (see e.g. [37], [38]).
Despite the current atmosphere being fertile for citizen participation, there are also obstacles that may slow down the end user participation in the digital energy ecosystem; some of these barriers [39], [40] are listed in Table 1.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a propositional prosumer centric Digital Energy Ecosystem Framework (pDEEF) in order to increase comprehension on prosumer role in the future energy ecosystem. The framework was built on deducting theoretical premises for the systemic nature of energy ecosystem and will require further validation through empirical testing. Prosumer as participant in the ecosystem value co-creation is currently an under-researched area and further studies in evaluating the innovation aspects of prosumption could help to build better understanding of the value creation potential in the energy ecosystem. Our framework exemplifies the needed multidisciplinary research combining innovation ecosystem, end user role, complex industry transitions and new technology platforms together. The framework also considers systemic nature of the energy markets as socio-technical change (including multi-stakeholder view) and builds links between different types of processes (energy process, digitalization process, value creation process and human activity) that are all relevant for the ecosystem success.
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